SCHEDULE FOR FAIRY TALES:
To have enough time to talk and deside of all the things with the school colleagues the first “part” is lasting
three weeks. After that the schedule for the fairy tale work is two weeks.
Every starting country is “telling” and illustrating a start of the fairy tale, on the right spot interrapting it and
sending it to the next country.Pupils will continue the started story in the order below.This way the fairy tale is
getting new “chapters” from every country. The last country is sending the ready and finished fairy tale to
Finland where the six stories will turn into one FAIRYTALEBOOK.The order for turns are:







CYPRUS-FINLAND-HUNGARY-HOLLAND-SPAIN-DENMARK
FINLAND-HUNGARY-HOLLAND-SPAIN-DENMARK-CYPRUS
HUNGARY-HOLLAND-SPAIN-DENMARK-CYPRUS-FINLAND
HOLLAND-SPAIN-DENMARK-CYPRUS-FINLAND-HUNGARY
SPAIN-DENMARK-CYPRUS-FINLAND-HUNGARY-HOLLAND
DENMARK-CYPRUS-FINLAD-HUNGARY-HOLLAND-SPAIN

Schedule for the fairy tale work:
19.10.-6.11. Starting the fairytale, the beginning of the story.
9.11.-20.11. Second part
23.11.-4.12. Third part
BREAK for the Christmas doings at school
4.1-15.1.2016 Fourth part / Spain and Finland will start the new term 7th of January
18.1.-29.1.2016 Fifth part
1.2.-12.2.2016 Sixth part and the end for the fairy tales
The schedule has done so that on every second Friday is so called “the sending day” ( last day to send it, but
of course it can be sended earlier of the week too) and from Monday starts the new period for the chapter.
Please, use font Ariel and size 12.
We talked here in Finland that it woúld be great to the pupils to hear also the real fairy tale. So please, send
also your real fairy tale to read to the pupils. Hearing the real one is better to happen after they have done their
own part to it.That way we will have more pupils own visions on them.
Wishing you all the best and have a nice time with stories! 
behalf of the Finnish team Jaana

